You are invited to join the mission of ACL in strengthening libraries through professional development of evangelical librarians, scholarship, and spiritual encouragement for service in higher education.

- Collaborate with over 500 librarians worldwide via the ACL discussion list
- Contribute to the development and growth of the librarian profession
- Engage in one-on-one mentoring program
- Participate in the Christian Library Consortium
- Receive discount to our annual conference
- Enjoy your own subscription of The Christian Librarian

PO Box 4, Cedarville, OH 45314 | 937.766.2255 | acl.org
What our members are saying about ACL...

“ACL offers librarians professional development and service opportunities that allow for the exploration of the practice of librarianship through the lens of the Christian faith.”

“I feel that ACL is the association where genuine scholarship and fellowship in an evangelical framework is applied. In ACL—you have the real opportunity to learn the craft of Christian librarianship.”

“ACL has helped me think deeper about my vocation and about information in light of a Christian worldview.”

“Reading the insight and what’s going on with others on the ACL Discussion List makes me realize we face the same challenges regardless of size.”

“Relevance and affordability make ACL the association for me.”

“The intimate fellowship in no way diminishes the professionalism of the organization and its activities. The balance of those two variables makes ACL unique and worth any investiment.”

Visit our website and join today!
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